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Many brand owners believe that a product’s packaging is as important as the product itself. Because 
packaging is a crucial marketing and communication tool, brand owners look for ways to improve 
its quality, creativity, and effectiveness. Printing packaging on digital presses offers brands of all 
sizes, from large corporations to small-batch producers, many opportunities to enhance brand 
power, consumer engagement effectiveness, and customer experiences. From the ability to print 
more versions within a product line, to enabling shorter runs to supporting use of special effects, 
digital printing offers brand owners many ways to create powerful labels and packaging that deliver 
desired results.

This report will showcase how brand owners in key industries that rely on packaging are leveraging 
digital printing’s many benefits—short runs, versioning, personalization, sustainability. It will combine 
NAPCO Research data on brand owner trends with examples of how digital printing is powering 
packaging success and improving customer engagement. It will also highlight what brand owners 
value in their label and packaging providers.

Unlike the commercial printing segment, packaging is far less threatened by digitization, and demand 
for labels and packaging is growing. A recent NAPCO Research survey of brand owners across key 
industries that purchase packaging finds that spending on labels and packaging is mostly increasing 
or holding steady (Figure 1). Over 200 brand owners that purchase or influence decisions regarding 
packaging participated in the survey. Respondents represented key industries that require packaging. 
One explanation for respondents’ solid investment in packaging is that digital printing offers new 
opportunities to better communicate with customers via multiple versions, while improving supply 
chain efficiency (via reduced storage costs, obsolescence, and turnaround times) through affordable 
production of shorter runs, as needed. In addition, digital printing increases packaging effectiveness, 
creates positive customer experiences, and compels purchasing. 
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Brand Owners’ Expected Spending on Labels  
and Packaging

THE DIGITAL PRINTING VALUE PROPOSITION
Packaging plays a vital role in creating customer experiences. A visit to any retail store offers insight 
into the challenges brand owners face in improving and enhancing the marketing power of their 
labels and packaging. Crowded retail shelves are lined with a dizzying variety of product versions 
and sizes. Brands of all sizes want innovative and engaging packaging options that enable their 
products to stand out from the competition. Using digital printing presses to produce labels and 
packaging with creative designs, versions that meet unique customer preferences, and eye-catching 
special effects all contribute to delivering positive customer experiences. 

Research studies often reveal that consumers reward positive brand experiences with loyalty and 
purchases. According to a survey of close to 2,000 consumers commissioned by packaging giant 
WestRock, packaging aesthetics influence purchasing decisions. The company’s recent Packaging 
Matters research found that 72% of consumer respondents purchased a product because the 
packaging was appealing. 

Digital printing offers brand owners many aesthetic qualities that contribute to consumers’ 
decisions to try something new, buy something again, or switch brands. For example, a recent 
winner in the Packaging Impressions Excellence Awards competition demonstrates the caliber of 
high-quality print work that can be done with digital technology. A gin label that Australia’s Multi-
Color Corporation printed on an HP Indigo WS6600 digital press in combination with AB Graphic 
Digicon equipment earned first place in the digital labels’ category (Figure 2).
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Q. Please indicate your organization’s expected level of spending on labels and 
packaging in the next 12 months.
Source: NAPCO Research 2019 
Figure 1
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The label features eucalyptus leaves, mountain pepper, finger lime, hazelnut, apples, and pine 
needles. Reed & Co. Distillery wanted the artwork on its Remedy Gin label to come to life, so its print 
provider selected a textured stock, used high build to embellish the fine lines, and chose a matte 
silver foil with a black background—to bring the font forward from the artwork.

 
Quality of Digitally Printed Gin Label  
Rivals Offset

Figure 2

VERSIONING RACKING UP SUCCESS
A recent big brand leveraging digital printing to generate buzz and sales results is Coca-Cola. The 
beverage maker’s “Share a Coke” campaign, launched in the U.S. in 2014 and still going strong, 
uses digital printing to produce mass-customization versioning of bottle labels that feature names, 
nicknames, terms of endearment, and sports team logos (Figure 3). The company also offers 
consumers an option to personalize labels. The program captured broad consumer attention, by 
providing an emotional and engaging experience with the brand. When initially launched, the 
campaign encouraged consumers to take selfies holding a bottle with their favorite label and post 
them on social media. The versioned labels yielded results. In the first year of the campaign, Coca-
Cola experienced more than 19% sales growth for 20-ounce bottles (the first product to include the 
versioned labels). 
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Digitally Printed  
Coke Labels Influence  
Product Sales Growth

 

Figure 3

Digital printing also enables brands to 
support more product versions because 
it can affordably produce short-run 
work. Many of today's consumers prefer 
more individualized products that speak 
directly to their lifestyles. For product 
manufacturers and retailers, the ability to 
create more product versions targeting 
specific groups (e.g., sports fans, 
Millennials, senior citizens, new parents) 
draws attention to their products and can enhance sales. 

THE RISE OF SMALL-BATCH, ARTISAN BRANDS
While large-scale brands may dominate shelf space (and the majority of packaging volumes), 
consumers are increasingly seeking out small-batch, artisan brands in a variety of market segments. 
The rise of small-to-medium-size brands is influencing demand for digital printing of labels and 
packaging, as these organizations require high-quality output, special effects, short runs, and the 
flexibility to respond to changing market and customer needs.

Food and beverage is a market segment where small-batch and artisanal brands appear to be 
thriving. Consumers’ increasing concerns for healthy eating and interest in handmade products 
are driving growth of small-batch production of baked goods, specialty snacks, and beverages. 
According to the Specialty Food Association, in 2018, specialty food sales hit an all-time high of over 
$140 billion, growing 9.8% in the past two years. In addition, the association reports that over 80% 
of Millennials are purchasing artisan food, the biggest percentage of any generation.

FOOD & BEVERAGE MARKETERS ARE KEY TRENDSETTERS
Trends in the $5.7 trillion food and beverage market serve as a great barometer for identifying key 
packaging trends and opportunities. Brand owners are continually refreshing products to appeal 
to more consumers. In addition, consumers of food and beverage products expect brands to 
incorporate the latest trends in product development and marketing.  
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NAPCO Research surveyed brand owners across key industries that use packaging, including food 
and beverage, to uncover key packaging objectives. Brand owners responsible for influencing 
packaging, including those focused on food and beverage, report producing compelling and 
engaging packaging is a top packaging objective; other areas of importance include offering more 
versions and customization options, keeping up with the latest types of print enhancements, and 
better managing inventory (Figure 4).  

Packaging Objectives

 
There are many examples of how digital printing is enabling food and beverage packaging to 
stand out from the competition. NAPCO Media’s Packaging Impressions Excellence Awards 
honor examples of packaging creativity and innovation. In 2018, La Crosse, Wis.-based label and 
packaging printer Inland Packaging swept the awards’ digitally printed flexible packaging category 
with three food and beverage projects printed on its HP Indigo 20000 digital press. The company 
offers its food and beverage customers ways to use digital printing to produce eye-catching flexible 
packaging and shrink sleeves. Inland Packaging took first place for a stand-up pouch printed for 
Three Farmers’ Roasted Chickpeas; this package is an excellent example of how digital technology 
can enhance the consumer's experience with the brand (Figure 5). Each pouch featured a unique 
code that when entered on the Three Farmers' website provided information detailing where the 
product’s ingredients were grown and when they were harvested. 
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 Including more security features for anti-counterfeiting

 Accommodating requirements of e-Commerce retailers

 Meeting environmental standards/objectives

 Complying with product labeling regulations

 Leveraging smart packaging

 Offering more personalized packaging
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 Keeping up with the latest decorative/embellishment
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Q. What are your top packaging-related objectives?
Source: NAPCO Research 2019
Figure 4
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Award-Winning Digitally Printed Flexible Pouch

Source: Inland Packaging
Figure 5

Inland’s other winning entries included shrink sleeves produced for microbreweries. Second place was 
awarded to a sleeve printed for Boone, N.C.-based Booneshine Brewing Co.'s Tropicpale Ale, and third 
place went to a shrink sleeve for Rutland, Vt.-based Beer Works’ Better Dayz IPA (Figure 6).

Digitally Printed Shrink Sleeves

Source: Inland Packaging
Figure 6
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COMPELLING DESIGNS AND SUSTAINABILITY  
KEY CHALLENGES
While survey respondents report producing compelling packaging is a key objective, designing 
packaging that influences purchasing is their top challenge (Figure 7). Brand owners responsible 
for food and beverage products note similar challenges to all survey respondents but indicate a 
slightly higher degree of challenge in designing packaging that influences purchasing, creating 
personalized customer experiences, meeting short turnaround times, improving supply chain 
efficiency, and developing more sustainable packaging. Digital printing can help brand owners 
overcome all these challenges. 

Packaging Challenges

Digital printing offers many options to create packaging that influences purchasing. A prime 
example is the ability to affordably print multiple versions in the same job run. Parmalat Group 
wanted to create a connection between its yogurt packaging and target customers. The company 
opted to produce special-edition yogurt packaging featuring images of well-known Walt Disney 
characters and collectible cutouts. Italy’s GPP Industrie Grafiche printed the folding cartons using its 
HP Indigo 30000 Digital Press. The project called for 13 yogurt flavors customized with 16 different 
Disney characters (Figure 8). Producing the special editions involved the development of more than 
200 pieces of artwork across a total production volume of three million yogurt cartons. 

Q. What are your company’s top 5 packaging challenges?
Source: NAPCO Research 2019 
Figure 7
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 Complying with packaging safety/security requirements

 Combating waste created by rapid product obsolescence

 Digitizing the packaging experience via smart packaging
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Parmalat’s Special-Edition,  
Digitally Printed Yogurt Packaging

Figure 8

According to Rosanna Cappello, yogurt and dessert product manager at Parmalat Italia, “To create a 
connection to our target consumers, we decided to use the packaging as a vehicle for a recreational 
activity that children and parents could share. To make the experience of our brand even more 
engaging, we decided to make the cutout items collectible.”

A key issue, she says, was finding a way to produce the packaging, because traditional printing 
processes were not economical and too complex. Cappello adds, “Without GPP Industrie Grafiche’s 
advanced technology, we would not have been able to create a packaging campaign that delivered 
on budget and to the highest possible standards of quality and finish.”

GPP Industrie Grafiche, a specialist in folding carton packaging and the only Italian printing 
company equipped with an HP Indigo 30000 Digital Press, used its proprietary NeXtep system and 
HP Indigo’s Mosaic technology to create the packaging. 

Roberto Nardini, managing director of GPP Industrie Grafiche says, “This campaign had to be 
produced to very high quality standards so that the special-edition packages could be displayed next 
to the normal ones, with no perceivable difference in printing, and all with very short production times. 
With our system, we were able to hit all the deliverables, and meet Parmalat’s needs.”

Parmalat officials report that the customized special editions created “tremendous buzz” around 
its offering when first launched, which led to the campaign being extended into an online, website-
based experiential marketing campaign for parents and children based around digital engagement. 
Based on the success of this campaign, Parmalat is now planning to implement more customized 
special-edition packaging campaigns.
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Another key challenge identified by all brand owners taking the survey is developing sustainable 
packaging. Survey respondents’ challenge of improving sustainability is related to consumers placing 
high importance on buying sustainable products. Today’s brands and retailers are evaluating their 
processes to improve their ecological impact. Product packaging is a highly visible way to demonstrate 
commitment to sustainability. From using recycled and recyclable materials to using printing processes 
that eliminate chemicals and reduce waste, brand owners are turning to package printers and 
converters for guidance in overcoming challenges in developing more sustainable packaging.

Digital printing is often considered more sustainable than other printing processes since it eliminates 
the use of printing plates and press chemistry. Digital printing also reduces make-ready waste, as 
presses can print salable products almost immediately. In addition, the ability to print short runs can 
eliminate waste created from product obsolescence.

Understanding brand owners’ challenges offers important insights for building sales and marketing 
strategies that yield results. Package printers and converters that incorporate brand owner 
challenges into marketing messages and sales conversations demonstrate that their organizations 
are knowledgeable providers of product packaging and labels.

ENSURING BRAND PROTECTION AND SECURITY
Protecting food and beverage brands from counterfeiting is extremely important today, as 
technology has made it possible to more easily duplicate product packaging. Counterfeit goods have 
ballooned into a global industry worth as much as $509 billion, accounting for 3.3% of global trade, 
according to a new report from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development.

Another important area of brand protection is gray-market goods, where legal products are sold 
outside the normal distribution channel. This is also referred to as product diversion, as products are 
sold in “unauthorized” places. 

Food and beverage brand owners report that including more authentication or security features for 
anti-counterfeiting in their packaging is a high priority (Figure 9). Digital printing can support brand 
owners in developing solutions to authenticate products. Digital presses’ ability to print variable 
images and text is a key weapon in brand protection because brand owners’ packaging can include 
a unique number, image, or code for tracking or authentication purposes.
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Security Essential for Food & Beverage Brand Owners

Baumann Wisconsin Ginseng, a large producer of U.S.-grown ginseng sold in China, needed a 
solution to thwart other companies that falsely claim their products are grown in Wisconsin—
considered the “gold standard” in ginseng products by Chinese consumers. Wisconsin-grown 
ginseng can command a price 25% higher than other ginseng products, so there is a great incentive 
for other companies to create fraudulent products. 

To counter the threat from fraudulent products, Baumann Wisconsin Ginseng developed a product 
authentication system it calls RootWise®, using a unique security solution from Micro Focus GPAS 
(Global Product Authentication Service). Each bag of Baumann Wisconsin Ginseng includes a 
unique QR code and guilloche that is digitally printed by Roastar on an HP Indigo 20000 Digital 
Press. Roastar specializes in short-run, digitally printed custom bags (Figure 10). Consumers scan 
the QR code on the product’s packaging with a mobile device and are taken to the RootWise® 
website to authenticate the product. 

Q. What is the level of priority for the following packaging-related objective: 
Including more authentication or security features for anti-counterfeiting. 
n=60 Food & Beverage Brand Owners
Figure 9
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Baumann Wisconsin Ginseng Uses Digital Printing for 
Brand Protection 

Figure 10

DRIVING PACKAGING INNOVATION VIA EDUCATION
Brand owners value print providers that can advise and educate them on ways and technologies 
to enhance their labels and packaging. A recent NAPCO Research study on value-added digital 
printing effects finds that over half of brand owners want to work with print providers that 
provide them with ideas to enhance labels and packaging, offer the latest environmentally suitable 
technologies, and educate them on new capabilities and special effects (Figure 11). All of these 
requirements are strengths of digital printing. 
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Packaging Brand Owner Requirements

 

An interesting proof point on the value educating brand owners on the benefits digital printing 
can deliver is Italian wine producer Mondodelvino. After speaking with packaging converter Ghelfi 
Ondulati, Mondodelvino learned about the many advantages digital printing offers beyond a cost-
effective solution for producing short-run corrugated packaging. The wine producer decided to use 
digital printing to transform its packaging into a powerful point-of-sale tool with strong ROI. 

The company produces a variety of wines under different brand names. Its wines are packaged 
in bottles of different sizes and sold as single bottles, multi-bottle boxes, or in special wine bags 
inside boxes and tubes. With so many SKUs, each requiring unique packaging, digital printing offers 
Mondodelvino the ability to cost-effectively accommodate producing shorter runs to sell niche 
products (Figure 12). 

Q. How important are the following attributes when it comes to selecting your 
printing providers?
 n=264 Buyers or Influencers of Packaging Printing
Source: Adding Value to Digital Print, NAPCO Research 2019
Figure 11
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Mondodelvino Uses Digital Printing to  
Produce Packaging

 
Figure 12

Digital printing enabled Mondodelvino to produce holiday-themed wine bottle labels for the Christmas 
season, with various greetings for different bottles. The campaign generated a measurable increase in 
sales: December sales of one of the wines were 18% higher than the same month the previous year.

Another key part of the story is that Mondodelvino’s marketing team was involved in decisions 
with Ghelfi, not just the purchasing team. Typically, the Mondodelvino purchasing team works with 
print suppliers to select packaging options. In this example, the marketing team was involved in 
understanding the possibilities that come with digital printing. Working with the marketing team on 
this project strengthened Ghelfi’s relationship with Mondodelvino.

CONCLUSION
Brand owners are continually seeking new ways to power up their packaging and labels to capture 
consumer attention. As printers and converters across the packaging spectrum continue to adopt 
digital printing, brands from just about every market segment are discovering ways the technology 
can benefit and add value to their labels and product packaging.

Digital printing is redefining the ways brand owners are using packaging to engage consumers 
and drive purchasing. Today’s digital presses enable brand owners to incorporate personalized 
messaging and create versions of their labels and packaging that appeal to consumers and drive 
purchasing. The technology’s ability to print affordable runs in shorter quantities, when needed, is 
enabling brand owners to more efficiently manage inventory and supply chains. At the same time, 
digital devices’ ability to print multiple versions more affordably than conventional presses, and to 
output variable text and images, allows brand owners to respond rapidly to changing design, brand 
management, and regulatory requirements. Digital printing offers brands many opportunities to 
enhance the power of packaging. 
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Whether you’re a print service provider, marketing, 
or creative professional, HP Indigo’s LEP (Liquid 
Electrophotography) digital print technology provides 
an unprecedented opportunity to satisfy a full range of 
customer requirements for labels, folding cartons, flexible 
packaging, and shrink sleeves. HP Indigo digital presses 
combine high productivity, superior color capabilities, and 
the widest media gamut in digital production to make your 
packaging stand out and grow your business. 
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NAPCO Research crafts custom data-centric solutions that 

leverage our highly engaged audiences across the markets 

in which we operate, our industry subject matter experts and 

in-house research expertise. We partner with our clients to 

identify their unique business problem and create solutions 

that enable deeply informed decision-making.

 

NAPCO Research can help with: 

• Business goal prioritization 

• Opportunity discovery

• Market segmentation

• Landscape insight

• User needs and wants 

• Product features and functionality

• Content marketing strategy 

• Sales strategy and tactics 

• Market conditions

• Benchmarking 

• Industry trends 

• Brand awareness

Contact research@napco.com to talk with our analysts to 

find out how we can help you with your research needs.

A1912027


